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SWISS BLISS
Left: The wares at antiques shop Rost
und Gold. Below: The steakhouse Smith
and de Luma’s airy dining room.

Neighborhood Watch

BINZ

LOCAL FLAVOR
Below: Mashed potatoes at
Daizy. Right: An interior shot
of Maison Manesse.

Smith and de Luma
Specialty cuts and carefully selected
European wines are the focus at this
progressive steakhouse, housed in a former
carpenter’s workshop from the 1900s.
smithanddeluma.ch

CHARM CITY
Left: Daizy’s homey décor.
Below: The scene at Binz & Kunz,
a seasonal beer garden.

Maison Manesse
Set in a bright, wood-accented space with
a lacquered bar, this joyful fine-dining spot
features adventurous dishes such as lightly
pickled trout with parsley purée, dill
oil and liquefied caviar. The sundae-esque
ice cream coupe for two is a must.
maisonmanesse.ch
Rost und Gold
Owners Werner Mueller and Roland
Huettner host concerts and exhibits at their
eclectic antiques gallery, where the treasures range from a pair of deer antlers to a
19th-century pew salvaged from a chapel
in rural France. rostundgold.ch
Binz & Kunz
Enclosed by brightly painted shipping
containers in the middle of an industrial
block, this seasonal beer garden serves
Lebanese meze platters alongside a full bar.
binzundkunz.ch

REST ASSURED
Below: The roof pool at B2
Boutique Hotel. Right: One of
the hotel’s guest rooms.

Daizy
This floral-themed restaurant and cocktail
bar occupies a vast hall lit by a constellation of hanging bulbs, a cheerful setting
for enjoying shared plates like beetroot
falafel with a ginger dip, burrata salad and
roasted salmon. daizy.ch
B2 Boutique Hotel
Just across the river, in the Enge district,
this spa hotel retains traces of its past as a
brewery. The 60 rooms are bright and modern, with oak floors and vintage armchairs.
b2boutiquehotels.com. —Alex Schechter
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Ten minutes from Zurich’s
center, a sleepy industrial
quarter along the Sihl river is
springing to life with a
mix of polished restaurants
and inspired shops.

